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WINNERS’Circle
I InstallNET International, Crofton,
Maryland (No. 3,003) 2003 revenue of
$4.8 million versus $9.9 million last
year.
Inc 5000 Honors
Go to Several Industry Firms
Inc magazine published its annual
ranking of the country’s outstanding
small businesses recently and there were
more than just a few industry firms
celebrating their inclusion. Our congratulations go to the following fine
companies:
I Apex Facility Resources, Seattle,
Washington (No. 257), which grew from
sales of $934,000 in 2003 to $9.5
million last year.
I BuyOnlineNow.com, Rochester,
Minnesota (No. 1,047) 2003 revenue of
$2.8 million versus $12.3 million last
year.
I BizChair.com, Kennesaw, Georgia (No.
1,147) 2003 revenue of $5.9 million
versus $24.2 million last year.
I Letterfolders.com, Northvale, New
Jersey (No. 1,172) 2003 revenue of $1.7
million versus $.6.9 million last year.
I Office Essentials, Inc., St. Louis,
Missouri (No. 1,460) 2003 revenue of
$4.4 million versus $15.4 million last
year
I MyOfficeProducts, Brentwood,
Tennessee (No. 2,075) 2003 revenue of
$20.8 million versus $56.7 million last
year
I Sunbelt Office Products, Norcross,
Georgia (No. 2,138) $14.4 million last
year versus $5.4 million in 2003.
I Kershner Office Furniture, King of
Prussia, Pennsylvania (No. 2,350) 2003
revenue of $1.8 million versus $4.5
million last year
I Lindsey Office Furniture, Houston (No.
2,726) $6.7 million in sales last year
versus $3 million in 2003.
I New Day Office Products &
Furnishings, Portsmouth, Virginia (No.
2,765) 2003 revenue of $1.2 million
versus $2.8 million last year
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I OfficeScapes, Denver, Colorado (No.
3,011) 2003 revenue of $46.1 million
versus $95.8 million last year.
I Garvey's Office Products, Niles, Illinois
(No. 3,943) 2003 revenue of $13.5
million versus $22.3 million last year.
I Innovative Office Solutions, Burnsville,
Minnesota (No. 4,101) 2003 sales of
$8.8 million versus $14 million last year.
Corporate Interiors, Delaware Dealer,
Earns a ‘Best in Business’ Award
Also gaining some nice press recognition
recently was Steelcase dealer Corporate
Interiors which received a “Best in
Business” award in the state of Delaware
from the Delaware News Journal.
The award was based on responses to a
survey of employees, executives and
members of the business community.
Companies were judged on the basis of
factors that included management,
work/life balance, pay and benefits.
Sandia Office Supply, NM Dealer,
Expands with Acquisition of Belew’s
In Albuquerque, New Mexico, Todd
Sandoval and his team at Sandia Office
Supply are celebrating a major expansion
after signing a letter of intent to purchase
local dealer Belew’s Office Supply.
The deal, which is due to close next
month, nearly doubles the size of Sandia
and, says Todd, makes it New Mexico’s
largest independent. Over the next several
months, the two dealerships will be
consolidating operations in Sandia’s
17,000 sq. ft. distribution center, with most
of Belew’s staff coming over and close to
30 employees on board after the
acquisition is finalized.
continued page 4
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Introducing
Our 2008
Catalog
Previews
Starting with this issue and running through
December, INDEPENDENT DEALER is
taking an in-depth look at one of the
most mission-critical elements of
business for just about anyone in the
office products industry—the wholesaler’s catalog.
This month the spotlight falls on United
Stationers and their catalog plans for
next year. In November, it’s the turn of
the AMW family of wholesalers and we
close out the year in December with S. P.
Richards and its 2008 catalog plans.
Along the way, we’ll look at some of the
first-call dealers for each wholesaler and
how they go about introducing their new
books to the marketplace.
Even though more and more business is
moving online, many of the dealers we
talked with said their catalogs still play
an important role. Customers still want
and value their big books, they said, but
increasingly, they use them primarily for
reference, to track down a particular
product before going online to get their
price or order.
Eventually, no doubt, web sites with
more powerful search capabilities and
greater speed and functionality will woo
customers away from print for reference
purposes, too. But no one we talked with
suggested that would be happening any
time soon. In the meantime, we hope
you enjoy this early look at next year’s
books and find it useful for your own
planning.
And as always, if there’s anything else
you’d like to see in INDEPENDENT
DEALER to help your business, don’t
hesitate to give us a call or drop us a
line (PH: 703-379-8583;
E-mail: simon@idealercentral.com).
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Winner’s Circle
continued from page 2
While Todd says he was “born and raised
in the office products business”—his
parents started their own dealership in
1978, eventually selling to Boise
Cascade—Sandia is relatively new—just
five years old.
But, Todd notes, it’s been five years of
solid growth and he is quick to credit
Sandia’s membership in AOPD as a
major factor behind its success. “We
couldn’t have made the acquisition
without AOPD,” he says, “and they’ve
been a big factor in helping us secure
some major business.”

Chuckals Selected as
Vendor under New Air Force BPA
Congratulations are also in order for
Tacoma-based Chuckals Office Products,
which recently announced its selection as
one of only ten office products vendors
under the Department of the Air Force’s
new Blanket Purchase Agreement (BPA) for
office products. Chuckals has served as a
supplier to the Department of the Army
under a similar BPA for the past three years.

FTS, NY Dealer,
Celebrates 60th Anniversary
In Fulton, New York, about 30 miles north
of Syracuse, Roger Falconer and his team
at FTS Office Discounters have also got
plenty to celebrate, as the dealership not
only is marking its 60-year anniversary,
but also is enjoying a year in which sales
are up a healthy 22% on 2006.
Founded in 1947 as the Fulton Typewriter
Store, FTS today is very much a one-stop
shop for its growing base of customers.
In addition to office supplies, the
dealership sells and services copiers,
printers and other business machines,
operates its own in-house print shop and
copy/fax center and offers promotional
products.
And, says Roger, that’s just the
beginning. “If we have a customer
looking for something out of the ordinary
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that goes way beyond office products,
we have no problem trying to find it for
them,” he says. That “whatever it takes”
approach to customer service has led the
dealership into the sign making business,
magnetic products and more, but it’s all
profitable
and
underscores
the
dealership’s position as a genuine onestop shop for all business needs.
Roger himself is a relative newcomer to the
dealership and the industry. He and his wife
Janet bought the business about eighteen
months ago and haven’t looked back since.
“FTS is something of a diamond in the
rough,” he says. “It was a company that
was functioning well but not doing
everything we could to grow the business.”
Since coming on board, Roger has put a
major emphasis on new business development and has also been pushing
online sales, which currently account for 50
percent of supplies orders and growing.
Roger is the first to admit that he’s still
new to the industry and very much in a
learning mode. But if results over the past
year and a half offer any indication, he’s
quickly picked up the finer points of
running an independent dealership and
FTS looks well set for its next 60 years.
Congratulations!

Wrigley’s Office Supplies, PA Dealer,
Moves to New Facilities to Support
Continued Growth
In Boyertown, Pennsylvania, Bret Wrigley
and his team at Wrigley’s Office Supplies
are stretching out and looking forward to
continuing growth after moving recently
from the distribution center they had
called home for the past twelve years to
a much expanded facility just ten miles
down the road.
The move has just about doubled the
dealership’s operations—from 6,000 to
12,000 sq. ft.—reports Bret, and not only
helped efficiencies but also given it a
more visible location that has been
bringing in more walk-in traffic.
In addition, the new facility has made it
possible to set up an office furniture
showroom and hire two additional
salespeople. “We’re finishing up a pretty
INDEPENDENT DEALER

decent year right now,” says Bret happily,
“and looking forward to continued growth.”

Barefields, MS Dealer, Gives Back
Through ‘Bare Cares” Program
When Paul Macza bought Jackson,
Mississippi-based Barefield Workplace
Solutions three years ago, he found himself
the owner of a full-service office furniture
and supply dealership with a tradition of
service to businesses in Mississippi that
goes back over sixty years.
Barefields has always supported local
charities and other worthy causes, but
when Paul came in as the new owner, he
brought with him a commitment to get
the company even more involved. The
result: Bare Cares, a program by which
the dealership reaches out to the community and gives back in some very
concrete ways.
In addition to participating in the local
“Relay for Life” organized by the American
Cancer Society, an annual Kidney Walk
fundraiser and supporting a local animal
shelter, Barefield staff for the past three
years has played Santa at a nearby home
for abused and neglected children.
“Each year, our employees sponsor a
number of children at the home and aim
to fill their complete Christmas wish
lists,” reports Paul. “They go out and buy
the gifts and then deliver them to the home
…the children love it and our employees
get pretty excited, too!” And, of course, it
gives the dealership valuable visibility
and underscores its position as an active
member of the local community.
Like most small businesses, Paul says it’s
hard for Barefields to find the time to
support all the deserving causes that are
out there. “We evaluate each one as it
comes in and generally tend to support
those that one or more of our employees
wants us to champion,” he says.
As the dealership notes on its web site,
“We believe in using our resources to
support the community we live in.” With
sales this year running a solid 50 percent
ahead of 2006, Paul and his team have
got plenty of good reasons to be giving
back.
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If you build it with United Stationersʼ content,

they will come...
Get customersʼ attention.
Make their online experience
simpler and faster. Provide them
with helpful information that gets
them to spend more and come
back again. Seems like a simple
plan, but making it a reality takes
superior content on all the right
products, plus back–up support to
help you deliver on your promises
to customers.

United Stationersʼ new product
content, contained in our
Electronic Commerce Database
(version 2.0), has the richest and
most versatile amount of product
information ever provided to our
industry. And Unitedʼs support
services—marketing, logistics
and more—will help you convert
that content into richer selling
opportunities and higher sales...
again and again.
Thatʼs a blueprint for success.

Ask your technology provider or United Stationers Account
Manager how you can benefit from Unitedʼs new content.

MyOfficeProducts,Inc.
Brentwood, Tennessee
I Robert O. (Bob) Rolfe,
Chairman & CEO
I Employees: 250
I Reps: 105 in 40 markets
and 15 states
I Founded: 2002
I Sales: $85 million
I Partners: S.P. Richards,
Office Partners
I Future plans: More
acquisitions
MyOfficeProducts’
Executive Committee
(Left to right): John
Burch, Butch Johnson,
John Frisk and Bob
Rolfe

MyOfficeProducts, Inc.: A New Twist on the Stockless Model
by Jim Rapp
What do you call a dealer that started
from scratch in March, 2002, built the
business by hiring reps from across the
country and setting them up as
independent businesspeople, shipping
products to customers directly from
wholesalers, and billing and collecting
from a central headquarters?
To make the definition more difficult, this
unusual enterprise began purchasing
dealers outright and has made six
acquisitions since March 2005.
Chairman and CEO Bob Rolfe explains:
“Two of the four original founders, Matt
King and Butch Johnson, had worked for
Radar Business Systems in Nashville, one
of the many independents that sold to the
rollup U.S. Office Products.”
“A third member of the group, John Frisk,
had also sold his Tampa business, JF
Office Products, to USOP. The fourth
member was John Burch, who came from
outside the industry.”
After a year in business, the founders
went outside to two private equity funds
for additional capital. At that time, Rolfe
joined the board of directors, by virtue of
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the private equity firm that he represented.
In 2004, Matt King, the founding chairman
and CEO, left the company, and Rolfe
became CEO and chairman of the board
on January 1, 2005.
Changing Direction
The original strategy of the company was
to go across the country and recruit
experienced industry sales reps who
could bring their customers and a book of
business with them.
In a short period of time, they recruited 50
reps in 15 markets, but as Rolfe explains,
“The project ran out of steam for a whole
host of reasons. What we found out is
that there was an element of stickiness
involved, and only about half of the reps’
book of business was coming to us.”
Rolfe says they will continue to recruit
reps, while expending much of their
energy on dealer acquisitions.
Six Acquisitions and Counting
Since March 2005, MyOfficeProducts has
bought six dealerships: Batey’s, Franklin,
TN; Summerville’s, Akron, Ohio; ACT
Office City, Charlotte, NC; Whittington
Office Products, Tupelo, MS; Workzone
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Office Products, Dalton, GA, and
GetItQuick.Com, Raleigh, NC.
Says Rolfe, “Our company playbook is
pretty simple. We try to position ourselves
between the true small independents and
the power channel, with no retail and no
warehouses. What we hope to bring to
the industry is a world-class sales rep,
covering his or her own book of business,
supported by an equally world-class
customer service team, and offering it up
at a competitive price.”
That’s quite a challenge. With the recent
acquisitions, the company now has more
than 100 salespeople. They currently use
Thalerus software, are a member of Office
Partners and their first call wholesaler is S.P.
Richards, with United Stationers as backup.”
The owners say that their independent
rep program is working and will continue,
yet their latest effort—acquiring old-line
dealerships, mostly in the Southeast, and
converting them to stockless resellers,
appears to be an area of much greater
interest.
Is this a model for the future? That may
be as difficult to determine as it is to
give it a name.
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If you have good news to share - email it to Simon@IDealerCentral.com

SBA Judge Rules Faison ‘Unusually
Reliant’ on Corporate Express
An administrative judge has ruled
Denver-based Faison Office Products
was “other than a small business” when
it was awarded a contract to provide
office supplies to the California Institute
of Technology’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena because of its ties with
Corporate Express.
The Jet Propulsion Lab had issued an
RFP for office supplies as a 100 percent
small business set aside in November
2005 and awarded Faison the contract in
March of the following year.
Yorba Linda, California-based Office
Solutions, one of the dealers who also
responded to the RFP, submitted a size
protest and after a series of appeals and
counter appeals, the final ruling, issued
by SBA administrative judge Thomas B.
Pender, found Faison “unusually reliant
upon Corporate Express to qualify for the
RFP.”
Said the judge in his ruling, “The totality
of the circumstances show a very strong
and deliberate relationship between
Appellant [Faison] and Corporate Express
that gives Corporate Express the power
to control Appellant through that
relationship.”
“I guess you could call this a victory for
the independent dealer channel but from
another perspective, it’s amazing how
much and for how long the system has
been abused,” commented Office
Solutions president Bob Mairena.
“There has been at least $130 million in
sales between Corporate Express and
Faison in 2006 and you can probably
assume that this number can be easily
multiplied as there are other similar
programs amongst the other big boxes,”
Mairena added. “I may be naive but I am
more disappointed that large companies
who preach corporate responsibility, tout
their commitments to the environment
and to small businesses, yet do exactly
the opposite. Because of their significant
resources, they choose to look for
loopholes within the SBA and
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government rules and clearly don’t
choose to do the right thing.”
For the complete version of Judge
Pender’s ruling, please CLICK HERE.
Office Depot Settles Lawsuit
Claiming It Overcharged in California
In the wake of last month’s report that
auditors for the state of Georgia had
found what they described as “performance problems” with the office supplies
contract held by Office Depot, now
comes word the Florida-based chain has
agreed to pay $2.3 million to settle a
lawsuit that claimed customers in
California were overcharged by faulty
scanners at the checkout line.
Under the settlement, Office Depot also
agreed to participate in a statewide
price-check
program
to
ensure
customers are charged the right amount;
offer $5 coupons to the public, or $5
refunds for customers who were overcharged; and pay more than $285,000 to
prosecutors in nine California counties
for costs related to the investigation.
Office Depot did not admit any
wrongdoing in the settlement.
Britannia Partners with Acsellerate
for Dealer Sales Intelligence
Dealer technology provider Britannia has
announced it is partnering with
Acsellerate Solutions to provide sales
and business intelligence technology to
its BritNet dealers. Acsellerate is an ondemand business intelligence service
designed to help dealers in office
products and related distribution
industries drive sales, optimize margins
and increase retention rates.
“We are very excited about the integration with Acsellerate,” said Britannia
product manager Jeff Jones. “It’s not just
about selling to more customers. It’s
about understanding your business and
making informed decisions to increase
your overall profitability.”
Under an agreement between Acsellerate
and Britannia’s parent company eComINDEPENDENT DEALER

merce Industries, Britannia customers
will receive special pricing on Acsellerate.
The software is already integrated with
the BritNet platform and has been
implemented at customer sites.
ECI2 Supports
Technology Survey Effort
Dealer technology provider eCommerce
Industries (ECI2) is collaborating on a
special project with the Office Furniture
Dealer Task Force to promote dealer
participation in the task force’s Dealer
Business System Requirements Survey.
The Task Force developed the survey to
assess the technology needs of office
furniture dealers and to measure how
well current software meets those needs.
“ECI2 is proud to be able to support this
important effort, and we encourage every
furniture dealer to participate,” said Mark
Goldman, ECI2’s product manager, office
furniture. “The results will be a great
resource for the entire office products
and furnishings industry.”
The survey, which was developed by the
Office Furniture Dealer Task Force in
cooperation with the Solomon Coyle
consulting group, is designed “to give
dealers a voice with their primary
software providers and manufacturers,
and collect meaningful data that can be
used to help develop better software for
all dealers,” according to David Solomon
of Solomon Coyle.
For more information, visit
www.SolomonCoyle.com
AOPD Welcomes a New Member
Hinesville, Georgia-based VIP Office
Furniture & Supply has joined American
Office Products Distributors (AOPD). The
addition brings AOPD’s total membership
to 58 dealers, with 120 locations providing distribution throughout the United
States, Canada, Puerto Rico and
Australia.
continued page 10
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We have a rich heritage of partnering with the independent
dealer and we continue that tradition with Legacy® branded
office products. An expanded offering with high quality gives
our dealers a very powerful asset.
It’s our legacy.

Contact your AMW sales representative
for more details.

Industry News
continued from page 8

United Stationers Releases New,
Improved Product Content
United Stationers has released its
enhanced product content, ECDB
(Electronic Commerce Data Base) 2.0 to
resellers and industry technology
providers for fourth quarter, 2007. The
enhanced content, in XML format,
includes more information than ever before
for nearly 40,000 products, United said.
United said the information will benefit
consumers by helping them more easily
find the products they’re looking for and
better understand the product choices
available to them, so they can make more
informed buying decisions. It will help
resellers continue to elevate their ecommerce activities, United said, with
product data that can boost sales,
reduce customer service time required to
sell products, and improve profitability.

“This is a major step in our continued
drive to enhance the end-consumer
shopping experience, and to further
enable resellers’ access to technological
resources that keep them strongly
competitive,” said Mark Hampton, senior
vice president of marketing for United.
“Our investment in internal resources has
created a strong synthesis of technology,
merchandising, and marketing necessary
to build a world-class content capability
for resellers. Our customers need a full
complement of cross-media publishing
services from us, and the content
improvement is the foundation we need
for dynamic electronic and print
publishing.”
United said the new content includes
significantly more data in a more versatile
format, with a “granular” approach that
lets resellers use the fields they want to
build their specific e-commerce applications. Enhancements include:

• Much more persuasive selling copy
than previously available for each
product, plus up to ten bulleted
selling points for many products
• A greater number of product
attributes covering such facts as
product dimensions, materials,
colors, construction, recycling
information, and more.
• More intuitive product hierarchies, to
aid product search.
• Greatly improved photography,
including individual photos for
almost every SKU, plus alternate
views of many products.
• Color logos for all brands, enabling
the reseller to make stronger brand
presentations.
• Improved data for matching
compatible supplies with the user’s
equipment as well as improved
accessibility to MSDS information for
applicable products
• Enhanced warranty and packaging
information
continued page 12

PROFIT OPTIONS IN P.A.S AND LECTERNS

Increase your sales by selling multi-functional P.A.s and lecterns.
S250/S260 TABLE TOP LECTERN/
MEDIA CART BASE
Reach audiences up to 1,000. Multimedia
DPSOLÀHU7DEOHWRSOHFWHUQLVLQGHSHQGHQW
IURPEDVH5ROOVRQFDVWHUV0XOWLSOHXVHV

SW222 AUDIO PORTABLE BUDDY
Reach audiences up to 1,000. Multimedia
DPSOLÀHUFRQQHFWWRODSWRSSURMHFWRURU
PXVLFVRXUFH&URVVVHOOZLWKDOOWKUHH

WWW.AMPLI.COM
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role,” said Mike Maggio, ActionEmco
president and CEO.

continued from page 10

Dallas Pen Celebrates 60 Years

Resellers who access United’s data
primarily through a technology provider
should direct any questions to the appropriate system provider. Resellers who
have been getting United’s existing ECDB
1.0 directly from United each quarter will
continue to receive version 1.0 until they
specifically request version 2.0 from their
United account manager. Both versions
will be available for a transition period
lasting into next year, after which time
version 1.0 will be discontinued.
A free introductory kit on ECDB 2.0,
including technical specifications, a sample
file, usage guidelines, and an order form,
is available on request through United
account managers.

ActionEmco Promotes Reagan to EVP
Wholesaler ActionEmco has promoted Jack
Reagan to executive vice president.
Reagan, a 24-year veteran of the office
products industry, began his career in
procurement and purchasing at a large
independent dealer in New Jersey.
After 10 years there he accepted the
position of director of purchasing at BT
Summit and was eventually promoted to
vice president of merchandising for BT
North America, where he was responsible
for catalog development, merchandising
and procurement. He joined ActionEmco in
January of 2000 as senior vice president of
merchandising,
“Jack’s contribution to ActionEmco’s
success—his leadership, management skills
and industry experience—person-ifies all
that is good about our company. He is one
of the most respected merchandising
executives in our industry and we are quite
fortunate to have him in a senior leadership
OCTOBER 2007

Wholesaler Dallas Pen celebrated its 60th
anniversary last month, with a special
anniversary party at its Annual Fall Show.
Founded in 1947 as a retail card shop
and fountain pen repair center, the
company today is 100 percent wholesale,
carries a broad assortment of writing
instruments, office supplies, school supplies and more, and operates out of a
49,000 sq. ft. warehouse. It currently covers
Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Arkansas,
New Mexico, Tennessee, Alabama,
Mississippi, Missouri, and Kansas with six
full time sales people and eight customer
service specialists.
Trendway Names New Southeast
Market Manager
Trendway has hired Nicole M. Quinn as
its newest market manager in the company’s southeast sales region, where she
will be responsible for developing project
opportunities and sales results with the
company’s dealer business partners in
Georgia and Alabama.
Quinn, who will work out of the Trendway’s Atlanta office, previously was with
Mayer Fabrics of Indianapolis as OEM

southeast market manager. Before that
she worked in sales for Atlantic Business
Systems and Corporate Environments of
Atlanta.
Appointments and Promotions at Vision
Business Products
Vision Business Products, a marketing and
buying organization for IT supplies, imaging
supplies, hardware and accessories,
recently announced several senior appointments and promotions. They include:
• Mac Rogers to
president and
chief operating
officer to
oversee day-today operations
and tactical
growth.
• Wes Pollock to vice president of sales
with responsibility for driving sales and
revenue in the company’s U.S.
operations as well as its Canadian
wholesale division.
• Mary Bunch to vice president of
marketing and vendor relations, where
she will manage all marketing activities
and supplier programs for the US,
Canada, and wholesale divisions.

Nukote Customer Service Team Hits the Jackpot
Take a look at some happy people! They’re some of Nukote International’s
customer service team in Bardstown, Kentucky and for the past nine years, they’ve
each chipped in a dollar a week to play the lottery. Last month, their patience was
rewarded and then some, as they came up with a winning Powerball ticket worth
$61.5 million! Guess you really can make big money in printer supplies!!!
continued page 13
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OPMA Launches New Web Site
Office Products Marketing & Advertising
has announced the launch of their newly
redesigned website at www.opma.com.
OPMA said the site provides an in-depth
look at company services via its new
easy-to-navigate, freshly designed interface. Users will have quick access to full
descriptions of company capabilities,
examples of printed work, an issues and
solutions area for prospective clients,
and a staff directory, OPMA said.
The dealer ordering area has also
received a facelift, allowing dealers to
more easily access program information
and order forms.

continued page 14
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FACT: Acsellerate® dealers are increasing their
gross proﬁts by up to 3% within 90 days!

INDUSTRY LEADING SALES & BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE SOFTWARE • NOW AVAILABLE FOR BRITANNIA DEALERS
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‘Building Relationships’ is Theme of 2007 Office Products Summit;
Associations Honor Industry Leadership, Innovation
Association of Writing Instrument
Distributors (NAWID), Frahm has been
involved with O Henry Inc. for more than
forty-five years and became CEO of the
Greensboro, NC company in 1972.

Despite all the changes and all the fierce
competition, office products is still a
relationship business and that aspect of the
industry was very much front and center at
the 2007 Office Products Executive Summit
in Naples, Florida last month.
The meeting, which took as its theme
“Building Relationships,” was co-sponsored by the Office Products Wholesalers
Association (OPWA) and the Office
Products Representatives Association
(OPRA) and brought together the
industry’s leading manufacturers, wholesalers, independent rep firms and, for the
first time, the industry’s leading dealer
buying and marketing groups for three
days of business meetings, industry
education and networking.
Keynote speaker Stephen M. R. Covey
emphasized
the
importance
of
relationship building for attendees in a
thought-provoking presentation on the
importance of trust, which he described
as “the currency of the new economy.”
Said Covey, “The nature of the new
economy is interdependence. We’re all
connected today and interdependence
thrives or dies upon trust or its absence.”
Trust is something that can be taught and
learned, he contended. “When we don’t
trust,” Covey said, “it changes the dynamics
of our relationships and partnerships and
introduces redundancies and bureaucracies
that take time and cost money. Our environment becomes politicized and people
become disengaged.”
The presence of trust, he argued, brings
with it a huge benefit dividend that creates
increased speed and new efficiencies in
business relationships.
At the meeting there were plenty of
opportunities to build relationships and
strengthen trust among business partners, as
manufacturers, wholesalers, rep firms and
dealer group executives met to review current
programs and plan for the year ahead.
OCTOBER 2007

Manufacturers honored at the meeting
included:
I Baumgarten’s Inc.—Manufacturer of the
Year (Office Products), and 3M (runners up)

Barry Frahm of O Henry received the 2007
OPWA Leadership Award at the meeting.

I Zebra Pen Corp.—Manufacturer of the
Year (Writing Instruments), and Pentel of
America (runners up)
I Stanley-Bostitch—Innovation of the Year
Award for its Tripod Flashlight
Also at the meeting, OPWA re-elected as
its president Joe Templet, senior vice
president of trade development for United
Stationers.

OPWA presented Pilot Pen’s Ron Shaw with a
special honor, the Recognition Award, to mark
46 years of outstanding personal leadership
and management expertise in a long and
distinguished industry career.

In addition, OPWA member honored
industry leaders and companies for their
contributions to the industry.
OPWA presented a special honor, the
Recognition Award, to Ronald Shaw of
Pilot Pen Corp., who is retiring after 46
years of industry service. This one-time
special award was presented to Shaw for
outstanding personal leadership and
management expertise throughout his
career, initially with BIC Pen Corporation
and later as chairman and CEO of Pilot.
In addition, OPWA presented its 2007
Leadership Award to Barry Frahm of
O Henry Inc. The only person who has
served as president of both the Wholesale
Stationers Association (WSA) and National
INDEPENDENT DEALER

“OPWA continues to be an important
organization in the office products industry.
We bring together wholesalers and manufacturers at the senior management level in
building and furthering business relationships,” Templet said.
“Our Executive Summit is the only place
where these people can come together
along with the representatives, buying
groups and other interested third-parties
serving the office products industry.”
Also re-elected as OPWA officers were
Alan Goldner, United Supply Corp.—vice
president and Jack Reagan, ActionEmco
—secretary/treasurer. Gregg DeVries
remains on the OPWA board of directors as
immediate past president.
Paul Ventimiglia, Pentel of America, was
elected manufacturers' division chair.
Michael Wilbur, Shachihata, and Jim
Matese, Pilot Pen Corporation, were elected to the board. Other board members
include Jim O'Brien, S.P. Richards; Bobbie
Melugin, Dallas Pen Company; Barry
Greenberg, PPI Wholesale Office Supplies,
and Bill Cardone, Mead Westvaco.
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Why does one of your best long time customers switch to
Staples, Office Depot, or another giant just because one
of their reps came calling?
“Because you haven’t done what you should have done to protect your investment,” says
Justin Miller of Yuletide Office Plus in Memphis.
“In most cases it’s nobody’s fault but your own,” says Miller. “The customer either does not
know the value you provide, or does not know the risks he or she is taking with a big box
supplier. The customer should know both of these things and the person that should have
told them is you.”
While there may be other reasons for losing a customer, such as a new buyer or an edict
from the customer’s home office, everyone would agree that it’s a whole lot easier to keep a
customer than get them back.
The dealers I talked with are not only good at customer retention, and getting customers
back, but also do a bang-up job of taking customers from the big boxes—customers they’ve
never had before.
Let’s take a look.

Ready
FOR THE
Big Guys
by Jim Rapp

Yuletide Office Supply, Memphis
“One thing I’ve learned is
that it’s difficult if not
impossible to bid from a
list that Staples or one of
the other giants provides.
It has very little to do with
what a particular customer buys,” says Justin Miller. “For
comparison, I want at least three months of purchases and I
want to see the actual invoices. I talk with the customer’s
people in accounting, make it as easy as possible for the
decision-maker, and then come back with a proposal.”
Miller says that some reps give up too easily. “I recently got
a $100,000 customer that I’ve been working on for nearly
five years. The buyer would not see me, so I finally said,
‘What’s going on? Why won’t you at least talk to me?’ He
finally agreed to see me, and as it turned out, the only
reason he ignored me for so long was because he thought
the entire topic not worth his time. So you don’t always
know why you’re turned away.”
Yuletide uses business reviews routinely to keep customers
in the fold. They insist that key decision-makers are present,
hopefully including the CEO, the CFO and of course, the
purchasing people.

continued page 17
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Ready for the Big Guys
continued from page 16

The presentation starts by talking about the customer—not
just purchasing history, but mentioning things that are
happening there—any recognition they’ve received, their
sales and profits if available, and something about their
people, particularly buyers and others they work with in the
customer organization. “We look at their web site and talk to
their people in advance to get this information,” Miller said.
The meeting continues with a discussion of new products
and services and any good things that have happened since
the last visit. It’s interesting that much of what’s covered in
the review is also used when making a proposal to a
prospective customer—talking about the history of Yuletide
as well as what is known about the prospective customer.
Another key to retention is a “Let’s update your contract”
discussion, Miller says. “You say, ‘I notice you’re buying
some items not on the contract and there are a few items on
the contract that you never or seldom buy. Let’s add the noncontract items and help save you money.’”
Your customers will appreciate the advice and it opens the
door to an opportunity to sell other products such as furniture
or equipment, he points out.

opportunities in other areas—our greatest success has come
in the cleaning and break room supplies segment this year.
Everyone needs paper towels or a box of tissues and these
are things our customers don’t associate with ordering from
their office products distributors.
“We are in contact with customers at a minimum of every six
weeks with e-mail messages that are pertinent and
valuable—we provide an electronic copy of our quarterly flyer
two weeks prior to it hitting the street so they have the
chance to start saving on those items right away. We find
customer ‘lunch and learns’ to be effective—we have an
upcoming event on ergonomics. We had one on productivity
in the spring and try to have those three times a year.
“Our sales reps go into meetings prepared. They do their
research and know recent key happenings, either with their
potential customer or in their industry as a whole. I believe a
message on the importance of keeping the money in the
community hits home with customers based in our area. It’s
our way of living our Smart brand.
“So, to sum it up, it’s to say we use a heavy dose of common
sense combined with understanding our key audiences and
tailoring our message accordingly. We lean heavily on the fact
that customers want and need personalized service.”

Kramer & Leonard, Chesterton, Indiana
S&T Office Products,
Saint Paul, Minnesota
“The greater Twin Cities market is very
lucrative—some of the country’s largest
corporate headquarters are located
here, so it’s very attractive for the power
players to blanket the market with promises of conversion
allowances, phantom deep discounts and rebates—anything
to buy the business.”
Those were the first words I heard when I asked S&T’s Vicki
Giefer and Frank Tschida how they manage to hold on to
almost every customer, while at the same time taking some
away from the big guys.
“We think we earn our customer’s business every day with
great customer care, a newly upgraded online ordering
system that works in combination with scanning to cut
ordering time in half, and we’ve implemented SmartChat
instant messaging so our customers can send us ‘real time’
messages to get answers to questions without having to
interrupt their workflow,” they told us.
“The biggest thing we’ve done is to work hard on retention
and maximization with our customers during business
reviews. A customer report card and a usage report allow us
to go over some key metrics with our customers and ask for
OCTOBER 2007

“I hate to admit it,” says Kramer & Leonard’s Greg Fox, “but
sometimes we take customers away from the big boxes only
because they consistently over promise and under serve.”
“We have no trouble competing with the giants if the
prospect will listen to our story. We are having more success
with larger accounts than ever before. Here’s an example—
we lost out on a three-year supply contract with the state of
Indiana that was awarded to Corporate Express. After one
year, the contract was given to us. We don’t know why, but
we have a good idea.
“A major problem in getting back customers who have gone to
the giants is ego—the buyer doesn’t want to admit that he or
she made a mistake, at least not to the boss. So we tread very
lightly and find other reasons for the buyer to buy from us.”
Fox lists other reasons why they’re so successful in competing with the big boxes:
In addition to supplies, we have a furniture division—Herman
Miller and Kimball franchises, and are also a showcase dealer
for Hon.

INDEPENDENT DEALER

continued page 18
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price. Now they’re buying everything from us!”

Ready for the Big Guys
continued from page 17

- We have professional designers on staff, and project
managers
- We are a Sharp equipment dealer, with a complete
service department
- We offer not only technology products, but service and
education. We will have a technology show for
customers next month

Kerr concluded by saying, “We’re taking a lot of business
away from the boxes. In the last three months, we’ve picked
up four accounts, each with $25,000 or more in annual
purchases.”

El Paso Office Products

- We have reps that specialize in the education and
healthcare markets.
“Never give up” seems to be the motto of Sandy Grodin,
owner of this El Paso dealership. Specializing in federal, state
and local government contracts, Grodin lost, then regained, a
nearly $2 million contract with a major Texas school district.
At the end of a three-year contract, he lost the renewal to one
of the power players.

Kerr Office Group, Elizabethtown, Kentucky

“One of our goals is to be the largest independent in the
state, but we have a lot of work to do to get there,” says
Kerr’s John Wright.
At the rate they’re going, the goal may very well be in sight.
With two retail stores and a commercial business, this small
town dealer is making a name for itself while taking business
away from the big boxes, Wal-Mart and other retailers.
How are they doing it? Not unlike the other independents
we’ve just discussed—through a variety of approaches, from
“support your local businesses” campaigns, to a “we provide
everything you need” message and to making the retail
shopper into a commercial customer.
Neither John Wright nor owner Brian Kerr can say enough
good things about industry consultant Krista Fleet. “She has
helped us in many ways,” says Kerr, “but the most important
was demonstrating how to make a professional business
review. Previously, we just talked with buyers. Now we go to
higher levels—CEOs, CFOs as well as buyers. This has
literally turned our business around. We now make full
presentations. We talk about our company, its history, and
our community involvement. We discuss past relationships,
what we know about the customer or prospect, then we
cover their past purchases, the savings they’ve made, and
then we talk about what they’re not buying from us—for
example, jan/san or breakroom supplies.
“Sometimes we walk into a prospect and ask, ‘What
problems are you having?’ We then try to find a solution—
there is no hard sell. This happened recently when we called
on a city purchasing agent. The problem: Not enough storage
space for the large quantity of paper they were required to
buy from one of the giants in order to get the best price. The
solution was easy: We will deliver as needed at the contract
OCTOBER 2007

The school district, after less than a year of a three-year
contract, dropped the power player for alleged contract
violations, at which time Grodin tried to pick up the contract,
but was kept out of the bidding and the new contract was
awarded to another power channel supplier.
Not to be put off, Grodin successfully filed a request under
the Texas Public Information Act to see the other contracts.
The result: El Paso Office Products got the business back.
Says Grodin, “We know it’s possible to fudge on contracts
and use all sorts of tricks to get the business. What
independents should do is collect this information and use it
to educate contract customers and prospective customers
on what to be looking for and alert them to the potential
risks.”

As these stories illustrate, there are lots of ways to battle the
big boxes and emerge victorious. Yet I’m convinced, after
listening to one success story after another, that the most
important factor that runs through all the explanations is the
willingness and the courage to take on all comers, then put
together a plan to do it.
These highly successful independents, and many like them
across the country, do not wait until they’ve lost a customer to
one of the giants, and then try to get it back. They’re proactive
and use all the tools that have been mentioned and more.

Now, let’s hear from you on your big box battles.
What are you doing to battle the Big Boxes?
Give us a call at 703-379-8583, or drop us an
e-mail at simon@idealercentral.com.
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ShipBuilding
By Krista Fleet

We often talk about the office products
business being a “relationship business.”
We would like to think that our relationships with our suppliers, customers
and employees are what make the
difference between a successful dealership and one that is not growing.
I’d like to challenge everyone’s thinking
that it’s not just because you have these
relationships that your business will
prosper, but that you continuously
nurture them. If you intentionally, deliberately and proactively work on building
your “Ships”—partnerships and relationships—you will have personal sustainable growth.
But ships need to be solid and
purposeful, so let’s explore what that
really means and discover how you can
build your ships to last a lifetime.

PartnerShips
Understand the other person. What are
their needs and their circumstances?
Ask questions, listen, find out what is
happening in their business, not just
what is new and important with yours.
Really understand the other’s wants and
needs. Just because a customer has
been with you for a long time, that does
not make it the determining factor of a
great PartnerShip. It is the quality of
understanding what each other wants
and needs and that together, you are
working toward a common goal, with a
purpose.
Reciprocity- How can we work
together to meet each other’s wants
and needs?
This is an important word. You need to
reciprocate, since a PartnerShip is not
just one-sided. If you have a PartnerShip
OCTOBER 2007

but feel like the other party is not holding
up their end of the bargain, that you are
always giving and they are taking, then
there is no reciprocity. A PartnerShip
should not feel unfair. Perhaps you need
to outline clear expectations for each
other’s actions.
Execute with care, trust, and integrity
Typically a PartnerShip is an agreement,
where something is getting executed,
implemented or accomplished. Care,
trust and integrity are the foundations
and will ensure you execute your
agreement better and faster.
Exceed the other’s expectations
Sometimes in a PartnerShip you might
feel “I have given it all I got!” Both parties
always need to try and exceed what is
expected, then no one gets complacent
or taken for granted. Remember, the
number one reason customers leave is
because they feel undervalued or
ignored—not price.

RelationShips
Know your role and your purpose in
the relationship
Whether you are a father, grandfather,
mom, boss or employee, you play a role
and should be very clear on what that
role is, and your purpose in the
RelationShip. As a business owner or
sales manager, your role is to create and
share your vision, build a business plan
and get results through others. Your
employees are looking to you to be the
“fearless leader”. Are you playing that
role?
What value do you bring?
Ask yourself, What value do I bring to
this RelationShip and what areas do I
need to work on? If you do not bring
value to the other person, then there may
not be a purpose or need for your
RelationShip.

Empathy, understanding and an
emotional connection
Empathy is to recognize, perceive and
feel directly the emotion of another
person. This is difficult and I often coach
around thinking with your head, heart,
and gut, so you can begin to understand,
put yourself in their shoes and feel the
power of that emotional connection. You
will make better decisions.
Constantly work on it!
Like a marriage, ShipBuilding takes constant attention and work to be
successful. Where I see RelationShips
fail often are between managers and
their employees. The expectations are
not clear; they leave well enough alone,
and may not recognize their responsibility to continuously develop that
RelationShip to create loyalty.
Many of the focus areas for “ShipBuilding” may sound similar. But the key
is creating sustainable, loyal “Ships” with
customers, business partners and employees. Consider the following:
I Continuously show you CARE
I Demonstrate TRUST
I Exceed EXPECTATIONS
I Ensure RECIPROCITY
So I ask you,
What do your “Ships” look like?
Take a moment and consider one or two
very important relationships and
partnerships. How can you make your
“Ship”
better,
stronger,
more
meaningful? What can you do different,
to build your ships so they are
purposeful and solid and strong enough
to last a lifetime?
Krista Fleet is president of K Coaching, LLC an
executive coaching and consulting practice that
has helped literally hundreds of independent
dealers maximize their full potential and strengthen
key business partnerships.
For more information, visit the K Coaching web site
at www.kcoaching.com.
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Start Your Engines for
the 2008 Catalogs!
It might seem like it’s a ways off but before you know it, the new catalog season will be here
once again. Starting with this issue and running through the end of the year, INDEPENDENT
DEALER is offering an early look at the 2008 catalogs from United Stationers, AMW and S. P.
Richards and previewing some of the new products you can expect to find in them.
Along the way, we’ll be highlighting some of the techniques dealers use to bring their new
catalogs out to the marketplace and how they go about collecting their old ones.
First out of the gate: United Stationers

LEAVE JAMS TO YOUR MORNING COMMUTE

SHRED JAM FREE

Green=
Keep Shredding

Red=
Too much paper

The revolutionary GBC

®
ShredMaster®
Jam Free Series of Shredders is smart
enough to prevent paper jams. When
the paper entry light is green, you can
shred. If it turns red, stop. Just remove
some sheets and you’ll be moving in the
right direction again.

Jam Free when used in accordance with manufacturer instruction manual.
For more information go to gbc.com
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At United Stationers,

2008 Catalogs Offer
‘Best of Both Worlds’
By Jeff Kressmann, United Stationers Director of
Communications and Events

United Stationers’ use and development
of catalogs as cornerstone marketing
tools dates back to the 1930s. Catalogs
had already become an increasingly
powerful marketing medium as employed by Sears Roebuck, a pioneer of
mass-market retailing.

United Stationers, under its original
name of Utility Supply Company,
helped promote the use of catalogs
in the office supply industry. Over
many years of analyzing consumer
market needs, and with a later shift in
company strategy to selling only to
resellers, United’s catalog grew to
become the largest and most widelyused book in the industry by United’s
reseller cus-tomers and their consumer
audiences.
As vertical markets and other segmented audience needs arose, United

responded
with various niche catalogs,
focusing specifically on furniture,
technology, janitorial and sanitation, and
various narrower product groups within
the office supply sphere—basic office
commodities, school products, legal and
account, medical office, etc.
continued page 22
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CATALOGS
from page 21
In recent years, United has continued to
respond to changing consumer interests as well as resellers’ evolving
selling models. A shift to web-

based shopping and electronic
marketing methods has prompted a
new look at catalogs.

“reference-style” printed catalog.
United’s Reference General Line
was targeted to their needs.

“Catalogs are just one tool in an
integrated marketing approach,” says
Jeannie McCarthy, United’s director of
campaign management. “We need to
focus not just on the catalogs
themselves, but how they relate to other
methods of shopping and how they can
contribute to an overall target response
rate for a given marketing campaign.”

I Less sophisticated buyers who sometimes do not know exactly what
products they want and don’t mind
spending more time shopping in a
catalog. For these buyers, United
designed the Consumer General Line
Catalog, with inviting layouts, more
“sell copy” and broad categories of
items grouped together to remind the
consumer what else to look for.

United’s creation of a Consumer
General Line Catalog several years ago
resulted from research into the
consumer marketplace that showed the
emergence of several distinct types of
office products buyers, with different
styles of catalog shopping:
I More sophisticated and knowledgeable buyers who often know what
they want and seek the broadest
possible selection of brands along
with factual product information in a

“Dealers told us that they liked much of
what we had done in our Consumer
General Line Catalog, including the
cleaner layout, consumer-friendly
shopping, and two editions a year, says
Bob Burnette, United’s director of
channel marketing. “But they also told
us they’d prefer to combine these
features with the current Reference
General Line, to have just one edition,
so we responded to their needs.”
continued page 23
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With ordinary file folders, the slightest tilt sends papers
flying everywhere. Thankfully, Globe-Weis® Secure File
Folders come with a unique flap that captures papers
on three sides so they won’t slide out. Plus, a front
cover that tucks and virtually “locks”papers inside
for even more security.
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CATALOGS
from page 22

The result is United’s 2008 Catalog
program which features a General Line
Catalog with the best of both worlds: a
twice-a-year book with the improved
graphics of the former Consumer General
Line, but with a broader selection of
products and alphabetical organization
like the Reference General Line.
United’s 2008 program also features a
version of the General Line designed for
Government buyers, with a JWOD insert
and many special identifiers for this
specialized audience. And it offers a
very broad assortment of other niche
catalogs and promotional flyers to reach
various consumer audiences and satisfy
many different dealer selling models.

“Our programs continue to evolve at a
rapid rate in an effort to provide our
independent dealer partners with
programs that are relevant to the
business issues they face every day,”
says Ed Rodham, United’s vice

president of marketing. “We are focusing
on building a solid eCommerce and
Content foundation so that we are bestpositioned to help our customers, given
the fact that new technology and new
capabilities are emerging every day.”

perfectlycomfortable

Mesh Lab Stool 3401BL w/Optional Arms 3411BL
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Bringing New Catalogs to Market:

A Look at How United’s
First-Call Dealers Do It
I Steve Unruh

More and more office
supplies business may be
moving online, but
wholesaler catalogs
continue to play an
important, though changing
role. That was the message
that came through loud and
clear from the United
first-call dealers we talked
with about what they do to
introduce the new books.
Here’s what they had to say:

Bertelson Total Office Solutions
Minneapolis

We view the introduction of new
catalogs as a great time to get in front of
the customer. We generally schedule a
training session about 1-1/2 weeks prior
to delivery to review new features and
benefits of the books and we develop a
script for our sales force to use that we
hand out at that meeting so they can
personalize it for their own use. We also
work with our vendors to bring in a
supply of new product samples to hand
out with the new books.

We also believe it’s very important to get
the old books off the street to eliminate
confusion,
reduce
orders
for
discontinued products and help keep
our fill rate up. We hold a contest with
prizes for whoever brings back the most
of our own old books and there’s
another prize for whoever brings back
the most of our competitors’ books.
Our outside sales force delivers the
books to anyone within our delivery area
and anyone outside that range is mailed
a copy of the new book with a cover
letter, a selection of samples and details
of our first quarter specials.

continued page 25

New Pentel Products
Outline™ Marker:

Client™ Automatic Pencil:

Pentel

Write two colors with a single stroke: silver outlined in black or
one of four colors.

Sleek chrome accents and rich barrel colors. Latex-free grip,
0.5mm

Item

Color

SRP

Item

Color

SRP

PENMSP60ZA

Black

$4.00

PENAL905A

Black

$5.00

PENMSP60ZC

Blue

$4.00

PENAL905B

Red

$5.00

PENMSP60ZD

Green

$4.00

PENAL905C

Blue

$5.00

PENMSP60ZP

Pink

$4.00

PENMSP60ZV

Violet

$4.00

TranXition Automatic Pencil:

Compact, portable size with the same 0.7mm reﬁll lead as a
full-size pencil that writes like a No. 2 for forms.

Large clip and a Lead Maximizer™ system that writes 24%
longer with the same amount of lead
Item

Color

SRP

PENPWE25A

Black, 0.5mm

$3.00

PENPWE25B

Red, 0.5mm

$3.00

PENPWE25C

Blue, 0.5mm

$3.00

PENPWE27A

Black, 0.7mm

$3.00

PENPWE27B

Red, 0.7mm

$3.00

PENPWE27V

Violet, 0.7mm

$3.00
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Mini M.V.P.™ Automatic Pencil:

Item

Color

SRP

PENAL17MNA

Black

$1.05

PENAL17MNC

Blue

$1.05

PENAL17MNP

Pink

$1.05

PENAL17MNBP5M

Five Pack, Assorted

$5.25

EnerGel® Deluxe RTX:

in United Stationers

Hi-Polymer®

Eraser:

Block style eraser cleanly removes pencil marks with ease.
Three pack.
Item

Color

SRP

PENZEH10BP3K6

White

$3.00

Presto!™ Correction Tape Pen:

Covers computer, typewriter or written errors in an instant!
Item

Color

SRP

PENZT35WBPK6

White

$3.10

The same vibrant, fast-drying, super smooth ink, now in an
emerald green color.
Item

Color

SRP

PENBL77D

Green

$3.10
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I Lyle Dabbert

CATALOGS

Brown & Saenger
Sioux Falls, South Dakota

continued from page 24

We use the list price lined out version of
the general line catalog and will put about
8,000 copies out into the market. We don’t
track distribution of the big book too
closely, but we are very much concerned
about the smaller catalogs we use…two
versions of United’s EDLP catalog, an
aggressively priced acquisition catalog
and a second version focused on
customer retention. Obviously, it’s critical
that the right version of the EDLP book
goes to the right group of customers.
With the advent of the Internet, the
catalog has developed from an ordering
tool to a reference tool. Our customers will
use the catalog to find the product and the
SKU number and enter it on our web site
to get their price and order.
It’s really evolving and I think the large
reference book will start following what
the big boxes have done and we’ll see it
shrinking down from 35,000 items to
closer to 11,000.

We put out two books, with about 8,000
copies between the two of them. We’ll
use the wholesaler’s general line catalog
and our buying group’s 6,000 SKU
catalog. We also use a series of different
vertical market catalogs covering jansan, furniture, technology and medical
supplies, to underscore our ability to
serve as a one-stop resource for our
customers.
We use United’s general line catalog
with retail prices lined out and the 3,000
SKU’s from TriMega’s TriMini catalog
highlighted. Internally, we’ll assign product numbers to the catalogs in our
system and track distribution just as if it
was a regular order.
We believe the salespeople need to

deliver the new books personally and
they will go through the catalogs and
present new features at the time of
delivery. Also at that time, they will
collect our old books, as well as books
from any competitors, that they bring
back for recycling.
We see our customers using the wholesaler’s big book primarily as a reference,
while the smaller contract catalog goes
to anyone in their company with the
ability to do purchasing.
Forty-six percent of our supplies business is currently coming in online, but
there are still a lot of traditionallyminded people out there who like to use
the catalog to research products and
then go online for their prices.
As the Internet continues to control
more and more of our lives, I suspect
we’ll see fewer and fewer catalogs, but
not in the short term.
continued on page 26

Welcome to BUY LOCAL CENTRAL, our one-stop resource to help your customers keep their
money where their house is!
If you’re an independent office products or office furniture dealer, chances are most of your
customers have no idea just why it’s so important to support locally owned and operated
businesses. BUY LOCAL CENTRAL comes packed with ideas and information you can use to tell
them...from the latest research studies to profiles of dealers’ successful buy-local campaigns and
more!
We hope you’ll find this section of our site a valuable tool to help build support for local
businesses in your own community and welcome any suggestions you may have to make it more
useful.

Visit Buy Local Central NOW
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CATALOGS
continued from page 25

I Jeff Demarco
Midwest Office Supply
Springfield, Ilinois

We use the lined out retail version of the
general line catalog and distribute about
5,500 copies out to the marketplace.
Two-thirds of our books are either
delivered by outside sales force, mailed
or included with orders. The remaining
third, which go to low volume accounts
or customers who are too remote for a
regular sales call, are delivered by
United with an outside wrap introducing
the new book.
We’ve used this approach with low
volume and remote customers for the

past two years and have had very strong
Decembers during that time. This year,
we’re adding a new wrinkle to the
program, with a flyer that will offer a freecookies premium for the first order from
the new book.
We have no formal program to collect
old catalogs, but our SAP software can
track which book customers are using
to order and identify when old books are
being used.

I Paul Savory
Southwest Office Supply
Portland, Oregon

For us, the catalog is still our most valuable
marketing tool. Depending on the size of
the account, the new catalogs will be
delivered either by our outside salespeople
or our drivers or, for customers outside our
delivery area, by UPS.

Our salespeople will deliver about 40
percent of the new catalogs and they’re
also responsible for picking up our old
books and any of our competitors’ books
for recycling.
We keep track of who gets the new
catalogs and how many they get in an Excel
spreadsheet and offer cash incentives for
picking up old books and prizes such as
movie tickets or pizza coupons for whoever
brings back the most.
Our online business is growing but there’s
still a lot of people who like the catalog.
They’ll use it for research and then order
on our web site.

Coming Next Month:

AMW
2008 Catalog Preview

Lies, More Lies
and Statistics!
By Tom Buxton
True confessions: I double majored in
Psychology and History at a Christian Liberal
Arts school in Minnesota, mostly because I
hated math. Before registering for my
freshman year, I analyzed the college
catalog to assure myself that once my high
school education was complete, there
would be no more algebra, geometry, or trig.
I dreamed of a college experience filled
with classes about people and with lots of
free time for intercultural dialog (AKA dates)
with Swedish and Norwegian natives.
However, in spite of my best efforts, my
research failed to uncover the fact that in
order to graduate with a degree in
Psychology, I would have to take the worst
of all math classes: Statistics.

gross margin, overhead expenses, and net
margin are all numbers that must be
measured and managed.
I hired a trustworthy CPA to prepare the
statements, balance sheets, and tax
returns and I learned from his expertise and
counsel. I became educated, in spite of my
fears and our profitability regularly ran in
the 6-8% range.
I am certain many of you have learned the
same lessons about statistics, but are you
using them to manage your company and
its future? Many dealers I counsel or
engage with are reporting under 3% profit
before taxes, and it’s often because they
refuse to allow their financial statements to
influence their decision-making.

Consequently, I waited until the last
possible moment to take the class—my
diploma was withheld at graduation—took
it at a less difficult school, and nearly failed.

Make the effort to understand what the
financial linchpins of your business are and
spend time comparing them to others in
your industry.

Most entrepreneurs I know, especially
those who love the sales game, aren’t
especially fond of statistics either. We
would rather cold call in five buildings with
“No Soliciting” signs and guards at every
entrance than attempt to understand the
implications of a current Profit & Loss
statement. When I owned my own
dealership, International Office Products,
there were at least two reasons for not
reading my P&L:

Let me give you a few specific examples of
how knowing your financial information and
comparing it to the overall marketplace can
help your company become more
profitable and increase the chances that it
will be viable for the long-term.

| I already knew our sales needed to
grow in order to be solvent.
| I didn’t really understand how to
read one anyway.

However, the best thing I ever did for my
employees and for the company’s future
was to become educated on how statistics
affect a business. Sales, product cost,
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Operating Costs/Expense Management
In 2006, the big boxes reported overall
“cost to do” that ranged from a low of
20.8% for Staples to a high of 26.8% for
Corporate Express. In the Executive
Summary of NOPA’s 2007 Dealer Financial
Comparisons report, the typical independent dealer reported costs of 28%,
while high-profit dealers managed to a cost
of 25.1.% of revenues.
This data gives the range that every
commercial dealer (except those with retail)
must manage towards to be successful. If
your costs are not within this range, find
INDEPENDENT DEALER

someone you trust to help you determine
where to reduce expenses.
If your costs are lower than 25% and your
company is profitable, you might consider
investing in new sales tools or aggressively
going after market share by lowering your
sale prices to attract new customers.
Total Revenue per Employee
This metric seems much more mysterious
than it really is. To determine if you have the
right amount of employees for the size of
your business, take your revenue for the
past year and divide it by the number of full
time employees.
The big boxes report that they sell between
$300,000 and $350,000 per employee.
Successful independents average at least
$240,000 in sales per employee and that
number needs to steadily increase.
Owners and managers should determine a
strategy to increase Internet sales, consolidate delivery routes and review the
company’s stocking strategy for low dollar,
low volume items in order to increase this
number.
In conclusion, it’s all right to hate statistics.
But at the same time, we must recognize
the profitability of our company depends
upon them. So while you continue to hate,
make sure you don’t avoid a solid
education on statistics and their importance for your business any longer.
Tom Buxton is founder and CEO of InterBiz Group,
a consulting firm that works with independent
office products dealers to help increase sales and
profitability,
For more information, visit www.interbizgroup.com.
Tom will be leading a short webinar on Thursday,
October 11 (2:00 PM Eastern) to discuss specific
findings of the 2007 NOPA Dealer Financial
Comparison report. Please contact NOPA at
www.nopanet.org or call 1-800-542-NOPA for
more information.
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10 Tips
For GREAT
Lunch and Learns

By Trish Brock

Most salespeople have been involved in
a “lunch and learn” but often with
varying degrees of success. This seemingly easy venue for designers to gain
insights into new products and trends
can often be more problematic than not.
Sometimes the attendance is less than
expected or pays little attention, and
what should have been a sizzling
experience can often turn into a dud.
Sound familiar?
Know Your Audience
It is important to understand the nature of
architectural and design firms. Their focus
is on “billable” time, so taking time from
their day that can’t be charged to a
client/project can often be a challenge.
There are many dealers, rep groups and
manufacturers who are calling them daily for
an “audience” so your competition is fierce.
To make it worse, many firms even go so far
as to discourage or at best, limit the number
of “lunch and learns” they will permit.
Even though it is clearly to their advantage to know about new products and
trends, it’s simply not a priority for many
designers who often work for architects, a
group that often regards furniture as
nothing more than decorative.
The senior designers have sat through
countless product presentations throughout the years, and for the most part feel
they have seen it all. Yet these are the
people who specify your products and
who you want to see.
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The younger designers are eager to learn
and will certainly benefit from imparted
information, but may not have the influence
to spec your products on projects.
Be Realistic
It’s important to be realistic about
attendance. Emergencies and deadlines
will take priority over any other commitment, so you should expect some
people to not show up and be ready to be
pleasantly surprised when they do.
It’s also important to be realistic and clear
about the goals for your lunch and learn.
Is it to show new products, develop a
relationship, create a better awareness of
your own products and services, have
your products specified on a certain project or simply a “maintenance” call to stay
in front of clients and prospects?
Maybe you are new to your dealership
and want them to associate you with your
new company, or possibly there are a
number of new designers with whom you
would like be better acquainted.
Be clear about what you want to
accomplish so you can focus your efforts
towards your goal. Showing up and
hoping they like you isn’t going to get you
to your goal.
So how do you get the whole department
to your presentation and not just a few
who are looking for the free lunch?
Here are some tips that might help:
1. Give them a reason to come. Do a
little research about projects they are
working on or may have just been
awarded, and gear your presentation
towards possible products and
resources you can make available to
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them. Or better yet, ask if there are any
topics or products they want to learn
more about, or issues they need help
with and gear your time accordingly.
Getting their input will certainly assure
you of a topical presentation!
2. Acknowledge they have limited time
and ask for only an hour. If people want
to stay longer and ask questions, that’s
great. But be sure to finish on time.
3. Be prepared and know your stuff. Be
concise and don’t ramble on. Limit how
much you intend to cover and rehearse
your presentation. Even though you may
have a lot to share with them, know that
there is a limited amount of information
that can be absorbed at one time. Pick
your most important message and stay
on topic.
4. Make it fun and be sure it’s
newsworthy. Be entertaining and
engaging. And make it worth their time.
Don’t come in to show products they
have seen many times before. Some
sales people fail to recognize that this is
a great opportunity to make a lasting
impression as well as to relay
information. If you don’t, you may not
get many opportunities for another.
5. Make it memorable and different from
what your competitors might be doing.
Have some interesting leave-behinds or
maybe even some sort of door prize for
attendees, such as a spa treatment,
movie passes, gift certificates to a hot
new restaurant, etc.

continued page 29
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Lunch & Learns
continued from page 28
6. Make a point to bring a great lunch
and become known for doing so. If
people know they can expect an
interesting lunch instead of some boring
box lunch, they will be more inclined to
show up. Call ahead for a head count
and any dietary preferences. You may
even ask which restaurant is the current
favorite of the group and then have them
cater the lunch. The day before, you may
confirm the head count again and
possibly share the menu. Some hungry
architects may also decide to drop in
when tempted by an interesting menu.
7. Pay attention to comments and
questions, and make notes. Try to listen
more than you talk. Instead of making a
presentation, engage in an interactive
dialog so you can learn more about your
group and its needs. Follow up with each
of the attendees with any additional
information relevant to their questions.
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8. Change the format. Ask them to
lunch so YOU can learn. While they eat,
you get their thoughts and ideas on how
you can best help them in the future.
One senior manager from a dealer asked
for input on how to best structure their
support of the A&D community, what
they look for when choosing a dealer to
work with, what makes one dealer better
than another, etc. The response was
generous and very insightful and gave
that dealer a better perspective on the
true needs of the A&D community.
9. Change the venue. Consider an after
hours event at your showroom instead of
a lunch in their conference room. This
involves a bit more planning and careful
staging of your showroom, but the
opportunity to get more people involved
at a single time could be worth the extra
effort. It might also be a great
opportunity to get multiple design firms
through your showroom. Bringing in a
noted speaker or nationally recognized
designer is a great drawing card as well.
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10. Follow up with thank you notes to
each attendee, noting comments and
any questions that came up during your
time with them. And stay on top of what
was discussed. If you were able to make
a connection with some of the designers,
continue the dialog on a one-on-one
basis over coffee a few weeks later.
Don’t wait until your next lunch and learn
to let them see or hear from you.
Lunch and learns are great venues to
share information and develop strong
working relationships with the A&D
community. They can be difficult to
schedule and attendance is often spotty,
but with some imagination and careful
planning, you can create a reputation for
yourself and stand out from your competition. When you are able to achieve
that, they will start calling you instead!
Trish Brock is a well-known industry consultant
whose cross-functional consulting group, Trish
Brock & Associates, specializes in helping dealer
principals and their management teams solve
identity, branding, sales support materials and
web site challenges. For more information,
contact Trish at 720-277-3035 or email:
tbrock@trishbrockassoc.com.
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Small Business Issues
Draw Suppor t i n
Congress on Both
Sides of the Aisle
by Paul A. Miller

Two important programs for small business are currently drawing support on
Capitol Hill, one from the Republican side and one from the Democrats.
Here’s a closer look at each one.
potential and could be more effective.”

Senators Snowe and Bond
Call for Review of
HUBZone Program
Senate Committee on Small Business and Entrepreneurship
Ranking Member Olympia J. Snowe (R-Maine) and Sen. Kit
Bond (R-Mo.) recently requested that the Government
Accountability Office review the Historically Under-utilized
Business Zone (HUB-Zone) program administered by the
Small Business Administration.
Congress created the HUBZone program in 1997 to promote
economic development and employment growth in distressed
rural and urban areas by facilitating access to federal
contracting opportunities. Unfortunately, according to Senators
Snowe and Bond, federal agencies have routinely failed to
meet the program’s statutory contracting goal of awarding 3
percent of prime con-tracts to HUBZone small businesses.
“I am deeply concerned about the underutilization of the HUBZone
program,” said Senator Snowe. “According to the Federal
Procurement Data System, just 1.94 percent of prime contracts are going to HUBZone small businesses. That’s far less
than the 3 percent goal Congress has set. Moreover, out of
Maine’s 41,026 small businesses, only 118 are HUBZone
firms. Clearly, the HUBZone program is not realizing its
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“Small businesses are frequently at a disadvantage when it
comes to government procurement,” said Senator Bond. “We
created the HUBZone law specifically to give these companies government contracting preference in return for
locating and providing critically-needed jobs in our nation’s
cities. Unfortunately, the SBA is not carrying the load in
implementing this important program.”
The letter Senators Snowe and Bond sent requests that GAO:
– Examine the barriers that inhibit small business from
utilizing the HUBZone program
– Analyze the obstacles that federal agencies are
encountering in implementing the HUBZone program
to award contracts to certified HUBZone firms;
– Recommend legislative or regulatory proposals to
increase small business utilization of the HUBZone
program, as well as to mitigate any implementation
difficulties facing federal agencies; and
– Propose recommendations to ensure that economically
depressed areas of the country are properly classified
as HUBZones.
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Paul Miller
continued from page 30

Senators Snowe and Bond have requested that GAO provide a
timeline for a response within 30 days.

Senate Small Business Committee Chairman
Takes Aim at SBA’s Lack of Support for
Women-Owned Businesses
Sen. John Kerry (D-Mass.) has been pushing hard in support of
Women’s Business Centers. In August, he succeeded in forcing
the Bush Administration to implement new legislation that provides permanent funding to the centers. This ensures they will be
able to receive grant funding as soon as Congress appropriates
the funds.
“The Center for Women and Enterprise in Worcester and Boston
has been a lifeline for small businesses in Massachusetts, and
I’ve been fighting for years to make sure that they’re not punished for their success by losing federal funding,” said Kerry, chairman of the Committee on Small Business and Entrepreneurship.

In Massachusetts, women-owned businesses generate over
$30 billion in sales and employ more than 177,000 people,
according to Kerry. However, although women-owned businesses account for 30 percent of privately-owned firms, they
still receive less than 3 percent of all federal contracting dollars.
In May, Congress passed into law a permanent renewal grant
program for Women’s Business Centers and the Small Business
Administration, at the urging of Senators. Kerry and Olympia
Snowe (R-Maine), said they will implement the program by
January 2008.
Paul Miller is a founding partner in Miller/Wenhold Capitol Strategies, LLC,
providers of direct and grassroots lobbying, legislative and regulatory
tracking, advocacy planning and implementation and related services. Before
setting up Miller/Wenhold, Miller served as government affairs director for the
National Office Products Alliance and the Office Furniture Dealers Alliance
(NOPA/OFDA). In addition to his lobbying and regulatory monitoring activities,
Paul also provides consulting services to businesses on selling to the federal,
state and local government markets.
For more information, visit www.mwcapitol.com.
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Confronting Reality:
Doing What Matters to
Get Things Right”
by Larry Bossidy and Ram Charan
By Chuck Inwood,
Nickerson Business Supplies, Monroe, Ohio
One of GE guru Jack Welch’s golden rules is that you act on the
basis of things as they are, not on how you’d like them to be.
One book that will help you do just that is “Confronting Reality:
Doing What Matters to get Things Right” by Larry Bossidy and
Ram Charan.
I’ve found this a very useful book in my own dealership, as a
way of helping me think more effectively about our basic

business model and what we should be trying to do to make it
stronger and more profitable. There are a lot of good ideas and
information in this book, but specifically, the three main points
I got from it are:
- The six habits of highly unrealistic leaders: Filtered Information, Selective Hearing, Wishful Thinking, Fear, Emotional
Overinvestment and Unrealistic Expectations of Capital
Markets. Often knowing the roadblocks to effectiveness is as
important to knowing the shortcuts. The authors’ discussion of
these bad habits provides warning signs we can check
ourselves against, as we try to confront reality.
- A business model that looks at external realities, internal
activities and financial targets. The authors discuss an
iteration process that helps you address changes and test
refinements of your model. This is a great framework for
examining your business as it is and how it could be.
- Focusing on customers by creating a demand chain or
customer chain. The idea is to think of your supply chain and
flip it around, focusing on the elements needed to provide an
experience to your customers that differentiates your company from your competitors. Instead of us deciding what’s
important to our customers, the authors suggest we’re better
off if we let them tell us. What a great idea!
No matter what kind of operation you run, we all need to understand the realities of the world in which we do business, and
have a way to mesh our own business goals and actions with
those realities. That’s what this book gives us. Make time to
read it and you’ll find it well worth the effort!

Installation made easy. Anywhere.

The First Network of Independent Installation Companies

Over 250 service providers offering trouble-free ofﬁce furniture
installation services throughout North America.
A network of installation professionals
24/7 access to real-time project status
information
Online Quotes, national capability and
experience

Consistent performance and service excellence
nationwide
A one-stop solution for multi-location projects
Moves, reconﬁgs, panel cleaning and more!

Call 1-888-GO-INSTALL Today or go to www.installnet.com
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Keep the Talent
You Have!
By Bill Kuhn

In the last issue of INDEPENDENT
DEALER, I discussed the reasons why
your best people stay and why they
leave. Knowing those reasons, the big
question becomes… What can you
specifically do to keep them?

1. Know where your talent lies
How well do you know your staff?
Effective managers must understand
the background, skills, and behaviors
that affect the performance of each of
their direct reports. In Peter Drucker’s
final article, he cited effective practices
that every executive should follow. His
last—which he said should be a rule—
was “Listen first, speak last.”
Listening will help identify where those
talents lie. Furthermore, the willingness to
listen builds trust and opens dialog. Once
you build mutual trust, you begin to truly
hear the voice of the individual, leading to
a better understanding and the ability to
see the person’s true talents.

2. Build relationships
People want a sense of belonging.
Friendships at work are important—
more time is typically spent with colleagues at work than with family.
The most effective managers create a
sense of belonging and harmony by
connecting people to each other, and
building a culture based upon collaboration, teamwork, and a strong
sense of community.

3. Provide job enrichment or
career transitions
Studies indicate today’s workers will
change jobs—even careers—five to
seven times in their working lifetimes.
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Can you develop and keep talent
through career changes within your
own dealership?
A client CEO who excelled in identifying
potential and helping his key staff grow
began by building his group of direct
reports into an excellent team. As the team
developed, there were re-assignments,
most of his team (who showed talent) were
given what he referred to as “stretch
goals” as well as broader responsibilities,
and for some, a radical functional
departure from what they had been doing
(basically a career change).
If your organization is small—with limited
slots to fill—keep your best talent by
enriching current jobs and demonstrating
how the job a talented person holds can
be expanded with opportunities for
personal growth and income.

4. Provide learning and
development opportunities
Generations X and Y place a high
priority on learning and development.
Learning must be an ongoing process
(not only for new employees, but for the
experienced as well), one that includes
education, training, understanding, and
exposure to the variety of real-life
situations that occur in your dealership.
For your key employees, development
should also tie in to succession
planning. Going back to our first point,
succession planning includes understanding where talent lies and knowing
who has the potential to get your
dealership where you want it to be.

5. Re-recruit your talent
In your organization, assume all your
“best” are free to leave. How do you rerecruit your talent? First, never take a
valued employee for granted. Second,
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continually market your company to
those already on board, not just to
potential applicants. Third, never stop
recruiting the people you’ve hired.
I’ve worked with an exceptional
president whose philosophy is, “Give
them (the highly talented) responsibility,
challenge them, and see what they do
with it. Tell them they’re the best, and
they’ll come to believe it and act
accordingly.”
His articulation of this philosophy
stands as a beacon for what every
manager who aspires to greatness
should believe and be doing: “I want to
make every direct report highly marketable, so they can have such a resume
of achievements that they can always
move on to a better job if they choose
to leave.”
This president has had no turnover of
key talent for over seven years, and the
company’s value has increased almost
ten-fold over that same period.

6. Tailor your programs—no one
approach fits all
As I’ve said before, no one approach to
motivation and no single set of rules will
work today. Taking a “one size fits all”
stance is a recipe for disaster. Every
talented employee you have is different.
It’s not easy, but if you expect to keep
the best talent, your programs must be
flexible and tailored to the individuals
you’ve worked so hard to find.

Bill Kuhn, principal of William E. Kuhn &
Associates, is a noted industry consultant, writer,
and speaker with over 35 years of industry
experience. He consults with dealer principals
and their management teams in areas of strategic
planning,
leadership
and
organizational
development, marketing, financial management,
valuation and merger/acquisition. For more
information, contact Bill by phone 303-322-8233,
fax 303-331-9032, or e-mail: BillKuhn1@cs.com.
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The Other Side:

Of Dick Dodge
Chances are if you’ve been to any
industry meetings in recent years, you’ll
have seen Dick Dodge. He’s been one
of the more active members of the
dealer community, with a long list of
organizations and special committees
he’s served on. A past chairman of
NOPA, Dodge is currently serving on its
Industry Standards Committee and
spearheading the fight against illegal
pass throughs. He is also currently vice
chairman of the TriMega Board of
Directors, serves on the SAP Dealer
Council and has served on the DDMS
Advisory Council.
Over the past 30 years, Dodge has
grown his dealership, T. H. E. Office City
in Redwood City, California, into one of
the leading independents in the San
Francisco Bay Area, with 45 employees
and over 30,000 sq. ft. of distribution
facilities in Redwood City and Stockton.
But there’s another side to Dick Dodge
that’s far removed from his office products business.
Before he bought his dealership, Dodge
had a 12-year career in the transportation industry, so when an opening
came up on Port Commission in 1980,
it seemed like a good idea to apply.
Commission members are appointed
by the local city council and evidently,
council members like the job he’s been
doing, since they’ve re-appointed him
five times since then.
By the end of his current term, Dodge
will have served on the commission for
30 years, including six times as chairman, which makes him one of the
longest-serving commissioners of any
port in the country. And while he says it
usually takes no more than four or five
hours a week, it’s far from just an
honorary position.
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The Port Commission consists of five
members from the business community
who serve staggered five-year terms.
Once appointed, the commission operates autonomously and runs the Port
as a profit making enterprise. And that
hasn’t always been easy.
“When I started on the commission, we
were in a difficult situation,” Dodge
recalls. “The port was almost bankrupt
and we were facing a couple of lawsuits
with big liability potential. We really
needed to start growing revenue and
keep costs under better control.”
It was certainly no overnight process,
but today, the port is prospering to the
tune of about $3 million in net profit per
year. And even though it has legal
authority to levy taxes, it’s funded all
capital improvements from its own
revenues and, says Dodge proudly, is
one of the few ports in the country that
has given money back to its host city—
to the tune of over $1.2 million in just
the past two years alone.
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Dodge’s involvement on the commission has not been totally without its
own rewards, of course. It has opened
the doors to many contacts that have
led to new business over the years and
provided travel opportunities as a
commission representative throughout
the world.
But as Dodge talks about his role on the
commission and reflects on the past 30
years, what comes through most
strongly is an entrepreneur’s pride in
helping to take an operation that was
struggling and turn it into a healthy,
growing business.
“I have been very fortunate over the
years to have had very good people
working in our dealership and they
deserve a lot of credit as well,” he says.
“It’s been a very full agenda, but I
honestly feel that I have gotten a lot
more out of my involvement with industry affairs and the Port Commission
than I have put into it.”
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Progress Online is Encouraging,

B u t T h e r e ’ s S t i l l a Lot of
Work to be Done
Fortunately, there are a
lot of exciting developments that will soon be
benefiting the independent dealer channel.
S.P. Richards has stepped up to the plate
with a major investment in enhanced
content to enable our
websites to provide fast
and relevant search
results to consumers,
side-by-side product
comparisons, listings
of companion products,
value added up-sell
products, rebate info,
etc. I understand United
by
Stationers has similar
President, AAA Business Supplies & content related initiaInteriors, San Francisco, CA tives in the works that
are due to be introAs independent dealers, our biggest duced to the market soon.
advantage and strongest point of dif- ECI2 has also been quite proactive in this
ferentiation versus our key competition area. They have invested in completely
has always been our service and flex- rewriting their front end software using
ibility. But if we aren’t careful, all that the latest web-based programming tools,
could soon be changing.
creating an improved user interface and

For example:
| Now that the new content is starting to
be actively used by consumers, it will
require additional tweaking.
| The wholesalers need to aggressively
work with all the systems vendors to
optimize integration of the new content
in the various software platforms.

THELast

| The wholesalers and systems vendors
will need to enable dealers and buying
groups to efficiently integrate their own
proprietary content with wholesalerprovided content to provide the kind of
seamless, integrated experience the
consumer demands.

Steve Danziger

| Similarly, the wholesalers and system
vendors will need to allow the dealer to
control the search experience, as
needed, to enable the dealer to
optimize the overall value the dealer
offers to the consumer.

Word

Increasingly, the end user’s perception of
great service is being defined by the
ease-of-use and functionality of the
online ordering experience and unfortunately, our key competitors have outinvested and out-shown us in this area, at
our expense.
They have become the industry leaders in
the online space, and have developed
some of the best business-to-business ecommerce sites in the world. They have
set the standards in the office products
space for online ordering and we need to
offer our customers a user experience
that’s functionally comparable to them.
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layering on additional functionality.
Equally important, they have written the
programming necessary to integrate all
the new content available from SPR,
allowing us to catch up to the competition
in the areas where we were most
deficient. Other systems vendors have
also been making similar investments in
order to keep dealers technologically
competitive.
While these have been the most critical
developments to bring us closer to parity
with the competition, efforts still need to
be accelerated to more rapidly reach and
sustain parity in this critical service area.
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| The systems vendors have to more
aggressively pursue improving their ecommerce software to fully catch up in
terms of speed, ease-of-use and
functionality. I believe it should be their
Number One priority at this time,
taking precedence over backend
operational enhancements.
| Dealers need to pursue e-commerce
upgrades to their sites as quickly as
possible.
The wholesalers, system houses and
dealers who provide the best e-commerce solutions will outperform their
competition and ultimately retain and gain
customers. Competitive online solutions
have become a game-defining issue, and
will have increasingly significant consequences within our channel. If we don’t
plan accordingly, we will only have ourselves to blame for the consequences.
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